PROPOSITION 1. // two groups G and H are isomorphic in the category J&l^~, then either \G\ = \H\ or max(|G|, \H\) < ^0.
Let G be a reduced p-group, and letα be an ordinal number. Since the Serre class of finite groups is a subclass of the Serre class of bounded groups, it is natural to ask how the above conditions must be strengthened to characterize isomorphism in jy/*^~ That is the intention of this paper. Any unexplained notation or terminology will be that of Fuchs in [2] with the exception that G + H will denote the sum of G and H while G 0 H will be the direct sum. [p] .
LEMMA 3. Let S be a cofinite subgroup of a reduced p-group G. Then for any integer n^O
}j is a basis of
with (a) or max (f a (a), fauia)) < No- Proof. That (i) and (ii) are necessary follows from Lemmas 2, 3, 4, and 5. That (i) and (ii) are sufficient follows from a finite number of applications of Lemma 7.
Proof. The projection G-^G/A induces a homomorphism /: (P"G)[p]l(p"* 1 G)[p] > ((p«G + A)IA)[p]/((p^G + A)/A)[p] .

The kernel of / is ((p"G)[p] Π (p a+1 G + A)[p])/(p a+1 G)[p] and therefore I Ker/| ^ I (p°+ 1 G + A)[p]/(p"^G[p] | ^ | ((p^G + A)/p^G)[p]
| I (ί> α+1 G + A)jp a+1 G I -I A/p a+1 G f]A\^\A\. Also Im/ = (((p"G)[p] + ί) α+1 G + A)/A)[p]/((p β+1 G + A)/A)[p], Coker / 80 RONALD J. ENSEỸ ((p*G + A)/A)[p]/(((p«G)[p] + p« +1 G + A)/A)\p], and |Coker/| Î ((p a G + A)/A)[p]/(((p a G)[p] + A)/A)[p] |. Let x + A, y + A e ((p a G + A)/A)[p]+ A + (((p β G)[p] + A)/A)[p] = y + A + (((p β G)[p] + A)/A)[p]. So | Coker/| ^ | ((p«G + A)/A)[p]/(((p"G)[p] + A)/A)[p] \£\A\. Hence (p β G)[p]/(P β+1 G)[p] and ((p a G + A)/A)[p]/((p α+1 G + A)/A)[2>] are isomorphic in j*
